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Forced to join a secret intelligence agency at a young age, Russian interpreter/spy Yulia Tzakova is
no stranger to dangerous men. But she's never known one as ruthless and compelling as Lucas
Kent. The hard-edged mercenary frightens her, yet she's drawn to him - a man she has no choice
but to betray. Second-in-command to a powerful arms dealer, Lucas Kent has never met a woman
he's wanted as much as Yulia. Obsessed with the beautiful blonde, he'll stop at nothing to capture
her and make her pay for her betrayal. From the icy streets of Moscow to the steamy jungles of
Colombia, their dark, all-consuming passion will either crush them or set them free.
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The Capture Me series is a scorching hot captive romance set in the dangerous world of arms
dealers and secret government agencies.Lucas Kent is second-in-command to Julian Esguerra, one
of the world's richest and most ruthless criminals. Lucas is dangerous, powerful, and as efficiently
cold-blooded as his boss. While on an assignment with Esguerra in Russia, Lucas is introduced to
Yulia Tzakova, a beautiful blond Russian interpreter. Yulia is stunning, elegant, and sophisticated,
as she was trained to be, but her polished exterior hides an innocence and vulnerability that will call
to Lucas' protective edge. Lucas and Yulia are like flint and flame, sizzling with sexual heat from the
start. But then, Yulia's espionage activities leads to disaster for Julian and Lucas' team of
mercenaries.Enemies of Esguerra are dealt with quickly, painfully, and without mercy. And it falls to
Julian's right hand man to make that happen. Lucas will use sex, torture, guile, whatever it takes, to

learn Yulia's secrets, and then execute her. Or will he?Lucas and Yulia's interactions are intense,
erotic, and profound and I just couldn't stop reading. Will their chemistry save Yulia? Will Lucas'
obsession with Yulia be his downfall? Their story is filled with action, suspense, surprises, hot
uncompromising sex, and true intense emotions. I loved these characters!Anna Zaires is an
eloquent story-teller and masterful at character development. Lucas and Yulia are so far removed
from our own lives and yet Anna can make us feel as if we can know where they are coming from.
Their passion is so well written that I could feel a tugging in my gut whenever the lovers were apart.
Anna's writing has depth that can not be taken for granted.The Capture Me series is written after the
Twist Me (Julian and Nora) series and some events happen concurrently. Capture Me is brilliant in
its own right, but I strongly recommend reading the Twist Me series first since the Capture Me series
has spoilers for the preceding series.

Capture Me (book 1):Did not disappoint! Capture Me was as riveting and suspenseful as I expected.
Another Alpha male is introduced a d this is Lucas & Yulia's beginning. The book ties some of the
Twist Me series into it. I read that series first so I knew who the characters referenced were abs
their background.I can't wait for the next part of Lucas & Yulia's story.Bind Me (book 2):WOW! This
book was full of twists and turns! I absolutely loved it and couldn't stop reading! Lucas and Yulia's
story continues in this heart stopping, panty wetting thriller! You'll want to make sure you pick this
book up...you'll be captivated once you do!Claim Me (book 3):Another AMAZING book by the
talented Anna Zaires! This book left me on the edge of my seat so many times. Action packed but
hot as hell. I couldn't put it down. Jaw dropping and unexpected. This conclusion was absolutely
phenomenal. This entire series has been sexy and interesting. I can't wait to see what's next from
this talented Author!

If you LOVED the Twist Me series you're going to love the Capture Me trilogy!! I LOVED these
books so much! It's not just a sexy book, but a fantastic action, suspense trilogy also! Lucas and
Yulia's characters are easy to relatelove and I found myself rooting them on and biting my nails at
the same time! I hope Anna Zaires writes another trilogy maybe for Diego!?!?!

Not as good as Twisted but all the characters were still there. I liked the rough world of the powerful
illegal arms dealers. That added the violence and tension to the story. I liked Lucas as an alpha
male. Yulia was cool but she wore me out with the constant whining about Misha. Misha this and
Misha that. That got very, very old. Other than that, the story and action was good.

Could not put this trilogy down!!! Getting captured by the characters and the story makes this an
unbelievable page-turner!! Amazing thrilling story packed with action between Lucas and Yulia was
as exciting as the trilogy of Julian and his wife....LOVED IT!!!

if you want to read about sex, this is your series. I ordered it because some reviews said it actually
had a story and lots of action. While that is sort of true, it is still mostly about sex of all kinds. After a
while, that just gets old for me. I won't be buying anymore of this, but if you are a "Grey" fan, this is a
series for you.

I love anything Anna Zaires writes and this series is the one to get if you enjoy a dark, keep you on
edge read. I bought each of the series as they first came out and loved them so much having them
in a complete set is the way to go! This couple will melt your panties right off. I will read this series
over and over!!!!
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